Abstract In this paper we propose adaptive finite element methods for computing the band structure of 2D periodic photonic crystals and of photonic crystal fibres, modelled as spectral problems for Maxwell's equations under either TM or TE polarisation. With the application of the Floquet transform the problem of computing the spectrum can be reduced to the computation of the discrete spectra of each member of a family of periodic Hermitian eigenvalue problems on the unit cell, parametrised by the quasimomentum. These eigenvalue problems involve non-coercive elliptic operators with discontinuous coefficients and are solved by adaptive finite elements. We propose an error estimator of residual type and show it is reliable and efficient for each eigenvalue problem in the family. We illustrate the benefits of the resulting adaptive method in practice both for fully periodic structures and also for the computation of eigenvalues in the band gap of structures with defect, using the supercell method.
Introduction
Photonic crystals (PCs) are constructed by assembling portions of periodic media composed of dielectric materials and they are designed to exhibit interesting properties in the propagation of electromagnetic waves, such as spectral band gaps. Media with band gaps have many potential applications, for example, in optical communications, filters, lasers, switches and optical transistors; see [21, 30, 24, 2] for an introduction. In this paper we consider only 2D PCs, whose behaviour is periodic in the plane determined by two orthogonal directions, and is constant in the normal direction to this plane.
The propagation of light in any kind of PC is governed by Maxwell's equations. In 2D PCs the 3D Maxwell's equations reduce to a two-dimensional one-component wave equation, which determines either the electric field or the magnetic field. Because the problem is periodic, the Floquet transform [24, 23] can be applied to split each mode into a family of eigenvalue problems on a unit cell Ω of the periodic medium with periodic boundary conditions. This family is parameterised by the quasimomentum κ, which varies in the first Brillouin zone, see Section 2. All eigenvalue problems in the family have the weak form: seek eigenpairs of the form (λ, u) ∈ C × H such that In this work we will assume (as is generally the case in applications), that A and B are both piecewise constant on Ω and we will also assume that any jumps in A and B are aligned with the meshes used in this work. Due to the jumps of the coefficients, the eigenfunctions of (1.1) could have localized singularities in the gradient, which could diminish the rate of convergence of finite element methods on uniformly refined meshes. A very popular practical numerical method for PCs is the Fourier spectral method (also called the "planewave expansion method"), for example [29, 21, 8, 27, 28] . This method exploits the periodicity in the PC and uses modern highly tuned FFT algorithms to obtain fast implementations. However the overall rate of convergence of approximate spectra to true spectra is slow because the jumps in the dielectric destroy the exponential accuracy which is achieved by Fourier spectral methods for smooth problems. Methods for accelerating the convergence by artificially smoothing the jumps in the dielectric have also been proposed. These converge quickly to a solution which contains a smoothing error and it turns out to be impossible to recover overall exponential accuracy by this method -see [27, 28] for a complete analysis. Other spectral methods include [12] which uses an expansion in terms of eigenfunctions for the crystal without any defects. Semi-analytical methods which impose considerable limitations on the geometry of the crystal are also considered, for example, in [13] .
We use adaptive finite element methods because they provide flexible solvers for PDE eigenvalue problems and are able to deal optimally with the heterogeneous media problems encountered in PC models. There are already some works about finite element methods for PCs [4, 7, 10, 11, 19, 22] . However, until now no one has used adaptivity on these problems. Mesh adaptivity has been widely used to improve the accuracy of numerical solutions of PDEs (e.g. [1] ). Recently the question of convergence of h-adaptive methods for elliptic eigenvalue problems has received intensive interest. One of the first proofs was in [17] , but this is only for eigenproblems based on coercive bilinear forms. As we shall see the sesquilinear form on the left-hand side of the PC eigenvalue problem (1.1) is not coercive for all values of the quasimomentum κ, so new methods of analysis are required. Some of the methods presented in this paper were first developed in the PhD thesis [16] , where the convergence of adaptive methods for PCs was also discussed. Some previous numerical experiments were reported in [18] . Recently there is much interest in adaptive methods for PDE eigenvalue problems in general -see for example [9, 26] for other applications.
The outline of the paper is as follows. A brief §2 describes how problem (1.1) is derived form Maxwell's equations and an equally brief §3 proves some basic properties of the sesquilinear form in (1.1) and introduces the finite element discretization. In §4 we prove a priori estimates for finite element approximation of PC eigenvalue problems. While there is a classical literature on this topic, e.g. [5, 34] , we believe there is no suitable reference for the results obtained in §4, which apply to the PC problem (1.1) with discontinuous dielecrtic, and allow eigenvalues of arbitrary multiplicity. These a priori results are essential for the main results of this paper which are contained in § §5 and 6. To give a flavour of these, let (λ j,n , u j,n ) denote a computed finite element eigenpair of (1.1) (where u j,n is a finite element function and λ j,n approximates a true eigenvalue λ j of arbitrary multiplicity), then in Definition 5.3 we define an posteriori error estimator η j,n (being a sum of computable contributions from each mesh element), and in Theorems 5.7 and 5.9 we prove that dist(u j,n , E 1 (λ j )) ≤ Cη j,n and |λ j,n − λ j | ≤ Cη 4) with C independent of the mesh, where E 1 (λ j ) denotes the unit ball in the exact eigenspace corresponding to λ j and the distance is measured in an energy inner product related to the sesquilinear form in (1.1) (see Definition 3.2). Due to the nonlinearity of the eigenvalue problem, elementary a posteriori error estimates usually involve additional terms on the right hand side, but due to the a priori results in §4 these are rigorously shown to be higher order and so do not appear in our estimates. By (1.4), the eigenfunction and eigenvalue error both approach zero if the estimator η j,n → 0. The converse is established in §6, i.e. if the eigenfunction and eigenvalue errors both converge to zero, then so does the error estimate η j,n . (This is known as "efficiency".) Finally, numerical experiments illustrating the results with our method, compared to more standard FEM methods, are collected in §7. These include both results on infinite periodic structures and on periodic structures with defect. We believe that the present paper is the first contribution to the topic of adaptive finite element methods for PC applications.
Photonic Crystals (PCs)
Two-dimensional PCs are of special interest because they may have spectral band gaps, in other words, monochromatic electromagnetic waves of certain frequencies may not propagate inside them. Such crystals are much easier to fabricate than general 3D photonic crystals, while still allowing for many important applications. Theoretical analysis for 2D PC's is significantly simpler than for 3D photonic crystals, because a 2D PCs dielectric system has two fundamental types of modes, E polarized (TM mode) and H polarized (TE mode). The propagation of a monochromatic beam of light of frequency ω inside a periodic medium of dielectric material is governed by Maxwell's equations (in the absence of free charges and currents):
where E ω is the electric field, H ω is the magnetic field, ε and µ are the dielectric and magnetic permeability tensors and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. We will assume the medium is "orthotropic", i.e. it has a periodic structure in a certain plane (here taken to be x − y) and is constant in the third (z) dimension. The tensor ε = ε(x, y) then has the form
with ε 12 = ε 21 and with det(ε) > 0. In the rest of the work we assume the magnetic permeability µ constant and equal to 1, as done by other authors, e.g. [10] , [7] and [24] . The problem (2.1) splits naturally into two independent problems called TM and TE modes, as explained in [24] . In the TM case, the electric field is assumed to be of the form E ω = (0, 0, u ω )
T where u ω = u ω (x, y), and then the Maxwell equations become
In the TE case, the magnetic field is assumed to be of the form H ω = (0, 0, u ω ) T , where u ω = u ω (x, y) and then
Both (2.2) and (2.3) may be written in the abstract form
Since A or B may be discontinuous, (2.4) has to be understood in an appropriate weak form. A 2D periodic medium can be described using lattices. Any basis {r 1 , r 2 } for R 2 generates a lattice L := {R ∈ R 2 : R = n 1 r 1 + n 2 r 2 , n 1 , n 2 ∈ Z}. We may think of elements in L equivalently as either vectors in R 2 or as points in the 2D plane. Clearly L is a group under vector addition, with the neutral element 0. The primitive cell (more precisely the Wigner-Seitz primitive cell) for L is defined to be the set Ω of all points in R 2 which are closer to 0 than to any other point in L. When Ω is translated through all R ∈ L, we obtain a covering of R 2 with overlapping of measure 0. The reciprocal lattice for L is the latticeL generated by a basis {k 1 , k 2 }, chosen to have the property
(2.5)
Suitable formulae for {k 1 , k 2 } are
Clearly (2.5) implies that exp(iK · R) = 1 for all R ∈ L and all K ∈L. The primitive cell for the reciprocal lattice is called the first Brillouin zone which we denote here by K. For example, if L is generated by {e 1 , e 2 } (where e i are the standard basis functions in
2 ,L is generated by {2πe 1 , 2πe 2 } and the first Brillouin zone is K = [−π, +π] 2 . Such square lattices are used in all numerical experiments in Section 7.
The Floquet-Bloch theory has been used widely to treat partial differential problems with periodic coefficients (see [23] ). One of the main results of this theory is that any eigenproblem on a lattice with periodic coefficients is equivalent to a family of problems on the primitive cell Ω parametrized by quasimomentum κ ∈ K. The key tool is the Floquet transform.
The resulting function Fg(κ, x) is complex valued, periodic in x (with respect to the lattice L) and is in L 2 (Ω) with respect to x, for any κ ∈ K. For our purposes, the most important property of the Floquet transform, is that (with ∇ denoting gradient with respect to x), F ∇g (κ, x) = (∇ + iκ)Fg(κ, x) , x ∈ Ω , κ ∈ K . Returning now to (2.4) and denoting the Floquet transform of u byũ, we have 6) which again should be understood in the weak form. In order to recover the spectrum of the problem (2.4), it is sufficient to compute the union of all the spectra of the problems in the family (2.6) for all κ ∈ K, and these problems have discrete spectrum since the domain Ω is compact. For more details see [24, page 19] . Writing (2.6) in weak form gives precisely (1.1).
Eigenvalue problem and numerical method
Throughout L 2 B (Ω) denotes the usual space of square integrable complex valued functions which we shall equip with the weighted norm 
where
It is easy to see that a κ is a Hermitian form on H 1 π (Ω). However, the analysis of (3.2) is complicated by the fact that the problem is not coercive for all values of κ.
is bounded is straightforward, it is just necessary to use the Cauchy-Swharz inequality:
with C a := 2 a max κ∈K {1, |κ|, |κ| 2 }. Moreover by the positive definiteness of A assumed in (1.2), we have
However a κ is not always coercive, for example if κ = (0, 0) then a κ (1, 1) = 0. Since a κ (·, ·) is Hermitian, the spectrum of (3.2) is real and it is also non-negative since 0 ≤ a κ (u, u) = λ b(u, u) = λ , for any solution of (3.2).
Adaptive finite element methods for computing band gaps in photonic crystals 5 Definition 3.2 We define the shifted sesquilinear form
Proof. By definition of a κ (·, ·), we have:
It is straightforward to show that
and by an application of Cauchy Schwarz in L 2 (Ω) we obtain
Thus calling α = Ω ∇u * A∇u 1/2 , and β = Ω (κ T Aκ)|u| 2 1/2 we have from the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, i.e 2αβ ≤ δα
Hence, for any σ ∈ R we have
. Now choosing δ = 1/2 and since σ = a max κ∈K |κ| 2 /b + 1 we see that
Remark 3.4 For any value of the quasimomentum κ ∈ K, the sesquilinear form (·, ·) κ,A,B is continuous with continuity constant C a,b , which depends on a, b and on the diameter of K:
Now we introduce the discrete version of (3.2). Let T n , n = 1, 2, . . . denote a family of conforming and periodic triangular meshes on Ω. These meshes may be computed adaptively. We also assume that the meshes T n are shape regular, i.e. there exists a constant C reg independent of n such that
where H τ is the diameter of element τ and ρ τ is the diameter of its largest inscribed ball in the same element τ . We define H max n := max
On any mesh T n we denote by V n the finite dimensional space of continuous functions which are affine on each element τ ∈ T n . For problem (3.2) the space
The discrete formulation of problem (3.2) is: seek eigenpairs of the form (λ j,n , u j,n ) ∈ R × V n such that
Here we prove a priori estimates for PC eigenvalue problems. The results are inspired by [34] , but this reference treated only simple eigenvalues of standard elliptic problems with smooth coefficients, so several extensions are needed. To treat the lack of coercivity in the PCF problem, we first introduce shifted versions of problems (3.2) and (3.10): Seek eigenpairs of the form
Seek eigenpairs of the form (ζ j,n , u j,n ) ∈ R × V n such that
The following is self-evident:
The eigenpairs of (3.2) and (4.1) are in one-one correspondence. In fact, (u j , λ j ) is an eigenpair of (3.2) if and only if (u j , ζ j ), with ζ j = λ j + σ, is an eigenpair of (4.1). Similarly (u j,n , λ j,n ) is an eigenpair of (3.10) if and only if (u j,n , ζ j,n ), with ζ j,n = λ j,n + σ, is an eigenpair of (4.2).
It follows from Theorem 3.3 that all eigenvalues of (4.1) and all N = dim V n eigenvalues of (4.2) are positive. We can order them as 0 < λ 1 ≤ λ 2 . . . and 0 < λ 1,n ≤ λ 2,n . . . ≤ λ N,n . Moreover, we know (see [34, §6.3] ) ζ j,n → ζ j , for any j, as H max n → 0 and (by the minimax principle -see e.g. [34, §6.1]) that ζ j,n is monotone decreasing, i.e.
Now, by Proposition 4.1, it follows that λ j,n → λ j , for any j, as H max n → 0 and λ j,n is monotone decreasing i.e. λ j,n ≥ λ j,m ≥ λ j , for all j = 1, . . . , N, and all m ≥ n .
From these observation it is clear that there exists a separation constant ρ > 0 (depending on the spectrum of (3.2)) with the following property:
provided H max n is sufficiently small. Let u j and u j,n be any normalised eigenvectors of (3.2) and (3.10). Then
Combining this with (4.4) and Lemma 3.1, we obtain
The distance of an approximate eigenfunction from the true eigenspace is a crucial quantity in the convergence analysis for eigenvalue problems especially in the case of non-simple eigenvalues.
Similarly, given a function v ∈ H 1 π (Ω) and a finite dimensional subspace P ⊂ H 1 π (Ω), we define:
where · κ,A,B is defined in Definition 3.2. Now let λ j be any eigenvalue of problem (3.2) and let E(λ j ) denote the span of all corresponding eigenfunctions of (3.2) and let E 1 (λ j ) = {u ∈ E(λ j ) : u 0,B = 1}. Lemma 4.3 Let (λ j,n , u j,n ) be an eigenpair of (3.10). Then
is a finite dimensional space we have that at least the minimizers of (4.8) and (4.9) always exist.
Hence for any v j ∈ E(λ j ) we can write
and, by the definition of T λj , it follows that
Hence (4.8) is satisfied if and only if
Also for any w j ∈ E(λ j ) we have from (3.2) that
Since λ j + σ > 0, (4.11) is equivalent to
and by (4.10) again this is equivalent to (4.9). In order to make further progress we need some assumption on regularity of solutions of elliptic problems defined by the sesquilinear form in Definition 3.2.
Assumption 4.4
We assume that there exists a constant C ell > 0 and s ∈ (0, 1] with the following property.
where · 0 is the usual norm in L 2 (Ω) and · 1+s is the norm in the Sobolev space H 1+s (Ω). This is a standard assumption which is satisfied in a wide number of applications such as problems with discontinuous coefficients (see eg. [17] for more references).
Theorem 4.5 Suppose 1 ≤ j ≤ dim V n . Let λ j be an eigenvalue of (3.2) with corresponding eigenspace E(λ j ) of dimension R + 1 ≥ 0 and let (λ j,n , u j,n ) be an eigenpair of (3.10). Then
where s is as in Assumption 4.4.
The constants C 1 , C 2 depend on the spectral information {(λ ℓ , u ℓ ) : ℓ = 1, . . . , j}, the separation constant ρ, the constants C ell , C reg in Assumption 4.4 and in (3.9) and on the bounds a, a, b, b in (1.2), (1.3).
Proof. In this proof we let C denote a generic constant independent of n. Since λ j ≥ 0 and σ > 0, (4.14) follows directly from (4.7), since (4.7) holds for all u j ∈ E(λ j ). Next, introduce the orthogonal projection Q n from H 1 π (Ω) to V n with respect to the inner product (·, ·) κ,A,B we see that if u j ∈ E 1 (λ j ), then
(Ω) and all v ∈ V n . Thus, by the regularity assumption (4.4) combined with standard convergence theory for coercive elliptic problems, we have
First use Lemma 4.3 to choose u j in E 1 (λ j ) such that (4.8) and (4.9) are simultaneously satisfied. Now, to prove (4.15), we shall construct below v j ∈ E 1 (λ j ) such that
Then if we combine (4.18), (4.17) with the best approximation property of Q n , we obtain
and we see that (4.15) follows on recalling the definition of u j . The v j in (4.18) is now constructed as follows. First set β j,n := b(Q n u j , u j,n ). Next, using the fact that a and b are Hermitian, there exists a basis {u ℓ,n : ℓ = 1, . . . N } of V n (containing u j,n ) which is orthonormal with respect to inner product b, and so that each u ℓ,n is an eigenvector of (3.10), corresponding to eigenvalue λ ℓ,n . Then Parseval's equality yields
Also, recalling problems (3.2) and (3.10), we have:
Combining this with (4.20),
where we used (4.5) and Parseval's equality. Hence
Since the u j and the u j,n are normalised, combining with (4.21) we have
Now (4.17) implies that |β j,n | ≥ 1/2 when H max n is sufficiently small, and so
which yields (4.18) with v j = (|β j,n |/β j,n )u j . Finally we shall establish that 24) and then the final result (4.16) follows since by (4.7) and (4.19),
which, via (4.15), implies (4.16).
To obtain (4.24), first use the the minimax principle (4.4) to obtain 27) where the minimization is performed over all j-dimensional subspaces V j,n of V n . Furthermore, choosing V j,n := Q n E j , where E j = span{E(λ i ) : i = 1, . . . , j}, we have 28) where in the final inequality we used the orthogonality of the projection Q n in the inner product (·, ·) κ,A,B . Now for any u ∈ E j with u 0,B = 1 we may write u = 
(4.29)
Recalling Lemma 3.1 the denominator in (4.28) can be bounded from below using the sesquilinearity of b(·, ·) by:
where ν n j := max
it follows from (4.17) that
sufficiently small. Putting this together with (4.28), (4.29) and (4.30) we obtain: λ j,n + σ ≤ (λ j + σ)(1 + 2ν n j ) , and the required result (4.24) follows.
A posteriori error estimator and reliability
The a posteriori error estimator we present is based on residuals. Its most important characteristics are reliability and efficiency: the first ensures that the actual error is always smaller than the residual multiplied by a constant (ignoring higher order terms). The latter ensures that the residual is proportional to the actual error (plus higher order terms).
Notation 5.1 From now on, we write A B when A/B is bounded by a constant independent of n. The notation A ∼ = B means A B and A B.
The residual estimator η j,n is defined as a sum of element residuals and edge residuals, which are all computable quantities. We denote by F n the set of all the edges of the elements of the mesh T n , and we assume to have already chosen an ordering and a preorientated unit normal vector n f for each f ∈ F n . Furthermore, we denote by τ 1 (f ) and τ 2 (f ) the elements sharing f ∈ F n . To simplify the notation, we define the functional
, with x ∈ f .
Definition 5.3 (Residual)
The definition of the residual estimator η j,n involves two functionals: the functional R I (·, ·), which expresses the contributions from the elements in the mesh:
and the functional R F (·), which expresses the contributions from the edges (faces) of the elements:
(Recall that the jumps of the coefficients are assumed to be aligned with the meshes. ) Then the residual estimator η j,n for the computed eigenpair (λ j,n , u j,n ) is defined as:
In Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7 we prove the reliability of our error estimator for eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of problem (3.2). The main difference between the two results is the presence of η 2 j,n -in Theorem 5.7 -in the bound for the error for eigenvalues, instead of just η j,n , which appears in the bound for the error for eigenfunctions -in Theorem 5.6. This difference reflects the different rate of convergence for eigenvalues and eigenfunctions that we have already encountered in the a priori analysis. Furthermore, the terms G j,n and G ′ j,n in Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7 should not go unnoticed. These terms, which do not appear in reliability results for linear source problems, reflect the non-linearity of the eigenvalue problem.
In order to prove reliability in Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7, we need some preliminary lemmas:
Lemma 5.4 Let (λ j,n , u j,n ) an eigenpair of the discrete problem (3.10) and (λ j , u j ) be an eigenpair of the continuous problem (3.2). Then denoting by e j,n := u j − u j,n , we have
Proof. Using the sesquilinearity of b(·, ·) and exploiting the fact that (λ j,n , u j,n ) and (λ j , u j ) are respectively two normalized eigenpairs of (3.10) and of (3.2), we have
Another use of sesquilinearity gives us:
The insertion of (5.4) into (5.3) concludes the proof.
Lemma 5.5 Let (λ j,n , u j,n ) be an eigenpair of problem (3.10) and let (λ j , u j ) be an eigenpair of problem (3.2). Then, for any v ∈ H 1 π (Ω),
Proof. The result is obtained by integration by parts. We start from the left-most term in (5.5). Using the fact that (λ j , u j ) is an eigenpair of (3.2) yields
Now apply element-wise integration by parts to a κ (u j,n , v) in (5.6), yielding:
We now use these lemmas to prove reliability for eigenfunctions. Recall the Scott-Zhang quasi-interpolation operator I n : H 1 (Ω) → V n , which satisfies, for any v ∈ H 1 (Ω):
where ω(τ ) (respectively ω(f )) denotes the union of all elements sharing at least a vertex with τ (resp. f ) ( [32] ).
Theorem 5.6 (Reliability for eigenfunctions) Let (λ j,n , u j,n ) be a computed eigenpair converging to the eigenvalue λ j of (3.2) and with multiplicity R + 1. Then we have that
Proof. Given u j,n , define u j ∈ E 1 (λ j ) to simultaneously minimize (4.8) and (4.9) in Lemma 4.3. In order to simplify the proof, we define e j,n := u j − u j,n . Note first that, since (λ j , u j ) and (λ j,n , u j,n ) respectively solve the eigenvalue problems (3.2) and (3.10), we have, for all w n ∈ V n , e j,n 2 κ,A,B = a κ (e j,n , e j,n − w n ) + a κ (u j , w n ) − a κ (u j,n , w n ) + σ b(e j,n , e j,n ) = a κ (e j,n , e j,n − w n ) + b(λ j u j − λ j,n u j,n , w n ) + σ b(e j,n , e j,n ) = a κ (e j,n , e j,n − w n ) − b(λ j u j − λ j,n u j,n , e j,n − w n ) + b(λ j u j − λ j,n u j,n , e j,n ) + σ b(e j,n , e j,n ) . b(λ j u j − λ j,n u j,n , e j,n ) + σ b(e j,n , e j,n ) = 1 2 (λ j + λ j,n + 2σ) b(e j,n , e j,n )
Combining this with Lemma 5.5 in (5.10) we get:
Taking the real part of (5.12) and applying the triangle inequality, yields
In particular we are allowed to choose w n = I n e j,n where I n is the interpolation operator, defined above with properties (5.7). Now substituting w n = I n e j,n in (5.13) and using Cauchy-Schwarz, together with the inequalities (5.7), we obtain:
Since e j,n 1,ω(τ ) e j,n κ,A,B,ω(τ ) and e j,n 1,ω(f ) e j,n κ,A,B,ω(f ) , another application of the discrete Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields (λ j + λ j,n + 2σ) b(e j,n , e j,n ) η j,n e j,n κ,A,B + 1 2 (λ j + λ j,n + 2σ) e j,n 2 0,B .
Finally, in order to conclude the proof we have just to divide both sides of (5.15) by e j,n κ,A,B , and recall Lemma 4.3.
The next theorem, which is similar to Theorem 5.6, shows the reliability for eigenvalues.
Theorem 5.7 (Reliability for eigenvalues)
Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 5.6, we have:
Proof. With u j as in the proof of Theorem 5.6 we define e j,n := u j − u j,n , and use (4.7) to obtain |λ j,n − λ j | = a κ (e j,n , e j,n ) − λ j b(e j,n , e j,n ) .
Hence noticing that a κ (e j,n , e j,n ) ≤ e j,n 2 κ,A,B and substituting (5.8) twice in (5.16) we obtain
The two final results shows that G j,n and G ′ j,n are indeed "higher order terms" in Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.7. 
Proof. Again write e j,n := u j − u j,n , where u j ∈ E 1 (λ j ) is the simultaneous minimizer of (4.8), (4.9) . From Theorem 5.6 we have
Now, applying Theorem 4.5(ii) we have
From the minimum-maximum principle we know that λ j ≤ λ j,n . So supposing that H max n is small enough, we obtain 1 2
and then from (5.19) we have that there is a constant C such that
Theorem 5.9 Under the same assumptions as Theorem 5.8 we have:
Proof. Again write e j,n := u j − u j,n , where u j ∈ E 1 (λ j ) is the simultaneous minimizer of (4.8), (4.9), then we have: |λ j,n − λ j | = a κ (e j,n , e j,n ) − λ j b(e j,n , e j,n ) ≤ a κ (e j,n , e j,n ) . Hence noticing that a κ (e j,n , e j,n ) ≤ dist(u j,n , E 1 (λ j )) 
While the reliability estimates in the previous section show that the actual error is bounded above in terms of η j,n (and an unknown constant), the efficiency estimate, which we obtain in this section, guarantees that η j,n is not asymptotically unreasonably greater than the actual error. In order to prove the global efficiency in Theorem 6.5 , we need first a weaker result called "local efficiency", which is obtained in Lemma 6.4. We shall use bubble functions, which are smooth and positive real valued functions with support on an element and are bounded by 1 in the L ∞ norm. They are constructed using polynomials and so enjoy inverse estimates which are collected in the next proposition. We define for any edge f the set ∆ f , which is the union of the two elements sharing f . In particular we need for any element τ a real-valued bubble function ψ τ with support in τ which vanishes on the edge of τ and for any edge f , and we need a real-valued bubble function ψ f that vanishes outside the closure of ∆ f . In [35, Lemma 3.3] , such bubble functions ψ τ , ψ f are constructed using polynomials. Moreover, it is proven that ψ τ , ψ f satisfy the following properties: Proposition 6.1 There are constants, which only depend on the regularity of the mesh T n , such that
hold for all τ ∈ T n , all f ∈ F n , and for all polynomials v and w.
In the next two lemmas we bound the residuals R I and R F (defined in Definition 5.3 above) in terms of the energy norm of the error. Lemma 6.2 Let (λ j,n , u j,n ) be an eigenpair on T n of (3.10) and (λ j , u j ) be an eigenpair of (3.2). Then for any element τ ∈ T n we have
Proof. Let ψ τ be the bubble function introduced above and set w τ = ψ τ R I (u j,n , λ j,n ). Because we are using linear elements, and since A, B are assumed constant in the interior of each element, the residual R I is a linear function on τ . This fact together with (6.1) and the positivity of ψ τ leads to
Hence integrating by parts, R I (u j,n , λ j,n )
Hence by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (3.4) we obtain
For the final step we use the definition of w τ and (6.2) to obtain from (6.8):
0,τ yields the result. Lemma 6.3 Under the same conditions as Lemma 6.2, for any f in F n
Proof. Let ψ f be as in Proposition 6.1, and set w f := ψ f R F (u j,n ). Applying (6.3) and then Lemma 5.5,
Then using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on (6.10), we get:
Now, we have to estimate each of the three terms on the right-hand side of (6.11). The first term can be treated using (6.5) and (6.6):
To treat the second term on the right hand side of (6.11), note that we can use (3.4), (6.4) and (6.5) to obtain:
To treat the last term on the right hand side of (6.11), note that by (6.5),
Now substituting (6.12), (6.13) and (6.14) in (6.11) we get:
To conclude the proof we have to multiply both sides by H
0,f and note that H f H −1 τ
1.
In Lemma 6.4 we prove a local version of the efficiency, this result is extended to the whole domain Ω in Theorem 6.5. 
Proof. Combine the results from Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3.
Theorem 6.5 (Global efficiency) Under the same assumptions as Lemma 6.2, suppose also that u j ∈ E 1 (λ j ) minimizes the distance in Lemma 4.3. Then
Proof. Summing (6.15) over all edges f and recalling (5.1) this yields
The subsets ∆ f , for each value of f , are not all disjoint, but the maximum number of overlapping subdomains ∆ f at any point in the interior of an element is 3. So (6.17) yields the result.
The following corollary explains why Theorem 6.5 really is a statement about global efficiency.
Corollary 6.6 Under the same assumptions of Theorem 6.5 and with the extra assumption that H max n is small enough, we have η j,n u j − u j,n κ,A,B .
Proof. By Theorem 6.5 (recalling that u j,n 0,B = 1), and then Theorem 4.5, we obtain
and the result follows. The next corollary (which follows directly from Theorems 5.8, 5.9 and 6.5 is very important for computations, since it proves that if the error estimator η j,n goes to 0, this implies convergence to the exact eigenpair. This justifies our procedure of refining the elements which have big associated residual values. Corollary 6.7 Let (λ j,n , u j,n ) be a computed eigenpair and let's also assume that H max n is small enough. Then if the residual error estimator η j,n → 0 as n → ∞, both dist(u j,n , E 1 (λ j )) κ,A,B and |λ j,n − λ j | tend to zero. On the other hand, if both dist(u j,n , E 1 (λ j )) κ,A,B and |λ j,n − λ j | tend to zero as n → ∞ then η j,n → 0.
Adaptive FEM and numerical experiments
In this section we present an adaptive algorithm and study numerically its performance for various problems related to the TE case mode of problem (1.1). In this case A is piecewise constant, B = 1 and there are typically localized singularities in the gradient of the eigenfunctions at corner points of the interface in the dielectric ε, leading to a strong need for adaptivity. We shall use the a posteriori error estimator η j,n introduced in §5 (which we shall refer to as the "standard" estimator), and we shall compare the results to those using a slightly different estimator, below referred to as the "modified" estimator, and defined bỹ
where α τ := A max | τ , α f := max{A max | τ1(f ) , A max | τ2(f ) } , and A max denotes the maximum eigenvalue of A. Since η j,n andη j,n are equal up to multiplication by a constant (independent of the mesh), all the results in § §5 and 6 also hold forη j,n . We shall see below that in some casesη j,n performs much better than η j,n . An error estimator similar toη j,n for elliptic PDEs with discontinuous coefficients is presented in [6] , where also its robustness with respect to the jumps in A is proved. In this work we observe that with fixed A, and for some values of quasimomentum κ, the modified estimator performs better than the standard estimator. However for other values of κ the two estimators perform similarly. This observation merits further investigation, but to avoid making the paper longer we do not discuss it further here. Our adaptivity algorithm uses the following standard marking strategy.
Definition 7.1 (Marking Strategy) Given a parameter 0 < θ < 1, the procedure is: mark the elements in a minimal subsetM n of T n such that
where η j,n,τ is:
It is straightforward to see that τ ∈Tn η 2 j,n,τ 1/2 = η j,n . Also when the "modified" error estimatorη j,n is used an analogous marking strategy is employed.
Our adaptive algorithm is given in Algorithm 1 and requires specification of the two parameters; tol (the accuracy tolerance) and max n (the maximum number of allowed mesh refinements). For the refinement step in the algorithm we have used standard "red refinement". Eigenpairs are computed via Arnoldi's method using ARPACK [25] with the associated linear systems implemented by the sparse direct solver ME27 from the HSL archive [31, 20] .
Algorithm 1 Adaptivity algorithm
Require: T0, j, κ n = 0 repeat Compute (λj,n, uj,n) on Tn Compute ηj,n,τ for all τ ∈ Tn Mark the elements using the marking strategy (Definition 7.1) Refine the mesh Tn and construct Tn+1 n = n + 1 until ηj,n ≤ tol OR n ≥ maxn
TE case problem on periodic medium
We first consider the TE problem for a periodic medium with square inclusions. The unit cell is the unit square with a square inclusion of side 0.5 centered inside it. We choose A to take the value 1 inside the inclusion and the value 20 outside it. This is a realistic example, since expected jumps in dielectric properties of real PCFs, are of this order. The jump in the value of A could produce a jump in the gradient of the eigenfunctions across the boundaries of the subdomains. As above, the eigenfunctions lie in H s+1 (Ω), with s > 1/2 − ε, for all ε > 0 in general. However, since we resolve exactly the interface, we see a convergence speed coming from the regularity of the eigenfunctions in each subdomain, which is u ∈ H s+1 (Ω i ) where s > 2/3. From Theorem 4.5(i,iii) we have that using uniform refinement, the rate of convergence for eigenvalues should be at least O(H max n )
2s . Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the performance of the standard and modified error estimators for computing the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of (1.1) in the case of quasimomentum κ = (0, 0). Here n is the refinement number as in Algorithm 1 and β = − log(|λ − λ j,n |/|λ − λ j,n−1 |)/ log(#DOFs n /#DOFs n−1 ) is a computed estimate of the convergence rate. We observe that both estimators yield better convergence compared to uniform refinement. Tables 3 and 4 give the analogous results for quasimomentum κ = (π, π). Here we see that the modified error estimator does better than uniform refinement, but, surprisingly, the "standard" error estimator performs worse than uniform refinement. In fact this observation holds for any κ which is far enough from the origin. and this is the main reason behind the introduction of the error estimatorη j,n . For this problem Table 2 Comparison for κ = (0, 0) between the uniform refinement and the adaptive method with the "modified" error estimator.
Uniform ηj,n θ = 0.5 θ = 0.8 n |λ − λj,n| #DOFs n |λ − λj,n| #DOFs β n |λ − λj, Table 3 Comparison for κ = (π, π) between the uniform refinement and the adaptive method with the "standard" error estimator.
Uniformηj,n θ = 0.5 θ = 0.8 n |λj − λj,n| #DOFs n |λj − λj,n| #DOFs β n |λ − λj, Table 4 Comparison for κ = (π, π) between the uniform refinement and the adaptive method with the "modified" error estimator.
the exact eigenvalues λ are unknown, so in all four tables we took as reference values the computed eigenvalues on a very fine mesh involving about a million of DOFs. Theorem 5.9 shows that for sufficiently fine meshes (apart form a hidden constant), η 2 j,n provides an upper bound for the eigenvalue error. To numerically investigate the implications of this result, we approximate numerically the hidden constant C r = |λ j − λ j,n |/η 2 j,n in Theorem 5.9. Similarly, we computeC r = |λ j − λ j,n |/η 2 j,n . As can be seen in Tables 5 and 6 , the computed values of C r andC r remain almost constant as the mesh is refined and also they do not seem to be affected by variations in the value of κ. This implies that both the error estimators η j,n andη j,n decay in the same way as the true error, which is important in practice since it means that η j,n andη j,n can be used as an indicator of the size of the true error, even when the true error is not available. However, since the constants C r andC r are not close to 1 it is not advisable to use η j,n andη j,n as actual values of the error. Nevertheless, the fact thatC r is closer to 1 than C r makesη j,n a better error estimator than η j,n . In Figure 1 we depict the mesh coming from the fourth iteration of Algorithm 1 with θ = 0.5. As can be seen the corners of the inclusion and the center of it are much more refined than the rest of the domain. In Figure 2 we depict the eigenfunction corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue greater than 0 of the problem with quasimomentum (0, 0). Table 5 Comparison for κ = (0, 0) between the "standard" error estimator and the "modified" error estimator with θ = 0.5. Table 6 Comparison for κ = (π, π) between the "standard" error estimator and the "modified" error estimator with θ = 0.5.
TE mode problem on supercell
The spectra of periodic media are characterized by band gaps, but, for many applications, the employment of media with band gaps is not enough. Commonly it is necessary to create eigenvalues inside the gaps in the spectra of the media. The importance of these eigenvalues is due to the fact that electromagnetic waves, which have frequencies corresponding to these eigenvalues, may remain trapped inside the defects [13, 15] and they decay exponentially away from the defects. The common way to create such eigenvalues is by introducing a localized defect in the periodic structures -see [15] and [14, Theorem 2] . Such localized defects do not change the bands of the essential spectrum [14, Theorem 1] .
In the next set of experiments we continue to work with the TE case problem and we shall use the "supercell method" [33] to compute the modes arising from the defect. The supercell method takes the defect problem (which is no longer periodic) and approximates it by a "nearby problem" in which the defect is surrounded by a finite number of layers of the original periodic medium, which is then truncated and repeated periodically, so that we get a new artificial periodic problem where each cell has a defect surrounded by some periodic layers.
We shall compute defect modes for the problem introduced in §7.1 using a supercell with two or more layers of periodic structure surrounding the defect. (In Figure 3 we depict the unit cell with two layers added). This new medium (since it is again infinitely periodic) has a new band in its spectrum caused by the defect. However it is also known ( [33] ) that as the number of periodic layers increases, and under some conditions, the band shrinks exponentially quickly to the eigenvalue of the original defective material.
In order to compute good approximations of these trapped frequencies of light, it is not only necessary to compute accurately the TE case problem on supercells, but also it is necessary to use enough layers of periodic structure around the defect to ensure that the band in the supercell problem is sufficiently narrow. Ideally, the error in the approximation of the eigenvalue problem and the diameter of the defect band should have the same order. Just to give an idea of the size of the defect band as a function of the number of layers of periodic structure around the defect, Table 7 , gives the diameters of the defect bands for different sizes of the supercell computed using the "exact" values of the trapped eigenvalues computed on a very fine mesh at 10 different points of the first Brillouin zone.
In Tables 8-11 and Figures 4-5 the performance of the two error estimators are compared with uniform refinement for computing a trapped mode for different values of the quasimomentum on a supercell with 2 layers of periodic medium, whose first Brillouin zone is [−π/5, π/5] 2 . As can be seen in the case of supercells and trapped modes we have that both the "standard" and the "modified" error estimators give greater orders of convergence compared to uniform refinement. Table 7 Size of the defect band as function of the number of layers of periodic structure around the defect. For this problem the difference in the accuracy between our method and the uniform refinement method is much more profound compared to the previous example. The reason is not only that the adaptive method refines around the corners, where the singularities are, but also, because the most part of the "energy" of the solution is inside the defect, which is a very small region. Moreover, the "modified" error estimator still performs a bit better than the standard one with no extra computational costs involved. Also in this case we computed the "exact" values of the eigenvalues λ using more than one million of DOFs.
In Figure 6 we depict the mesh coming from the fourth iteration of Algorithm 1 with θ = 0.5. As can be seen there is a lot of refinement around the defect, especially around the corners of the inclusions. Away from the defect there is just a bit of refinement which is again around the corners of the inclusions, the reason why the refinement is so concentrated in the defect and the reason why the corners of the inclusions away from the defect seem to not show important singularities, is because the trapped mode has a fast decay outside the defect that flatten down the singularities that it encounters, see Figure 7 , where we depict the eigenfunction corresponding to the mode trapped inside the defect. This eigenfunction is the one used to refine the mesh in Figure 6 . As explained above, it is important to use enough layers of periodic medium around the defect to have a narrow defect band. So, in Tables 12 and 13 it is possible to see how the uniform and the adaptive methods behave when increasing the size of the supercell. It is easy to see that the increase in the number of layers has a dramatic effect on the number of degrees of freedom needed by the uniform refinement to obtain the same accuracy of the adaptive method. Also the number of DOFs needed by the adaptive method increases with the number of layers, but not so drastically. Finally in Table 14 we show the DOFs needed by the uniform and Table 8 Comparison for κ = (0, 0) between the uniform refinement and the adaptive method with the "standard" error estimator on a supercell.
Uniformηj,n θ = 0.5 θ = 0.8 n |λ − λj,n| #DOFs n |λ − λj,n| #DOFs β n |λ − λj, Table 9 Comparison for κ = (0, 0) between the uniform refinement and the adaptive method with the "modified" error estimator on a supercell.
the adaptive methods to reach an accuracy of the same order of the diameter of the defect band for different sizes of the supercell.
